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Abstract. Axiomatics for multivalued dependencies in table databases and 
axiomatics for functional and multivalued dependencies are reviewed; the com-
pleteness of these axiomatics is established in terms of coincidence of syntactic 
and semantic consequence relations; the completeness criteria for these  
axiomatic systems are formulated in terms of cardinalities (1) of the universal 
domain D , which is considering in interpretations, and (2) the scheme R , 
which is a parameter of all constructions, because only the tables which  
attributes belong to this scheme R  are considering. 

The results obtained in this paper and developed mathematical technique can 
be used for algorithmic support of normalization in table databases. 

Keywords: table databases, functional dependencies, multivalued dependen-
cies, completeness of axiomatic system. 

1 Introduction 

Data integrity of relational (table) databases is dependent on their logical design. To 
eliminate the known anomalies (update, insertion, deletion) the database normalization 
is required. Analysis of the current state of normalization theory in relation databases 
indicates that the accumulated theoretical researches not enough to satisfy the needs  
of database developers (see, survey [1] based on 54 sources). This is evidenced  
works devoted to the ways of solving existing problems of designing database schemas 
(see, for example, [2]) and improvement of algorithmic systems for normalization  
(see, for example, [3]). 

The process of normalization is based, in particular, upon functional and multi-
valued dependencies theory the foundation of which is made by corresponding 
axiomatics and their completeness. The overview of research sources has shown that 
these axiomatic systems lack the proof of completeness that would comply with math-
ematical rigor; in fact, these vitally important results have a seemingly announcement 
status. 
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Known CASE-tools (Computer-Aided Software Engineering tools) (for example, 
ERwin1, Vantage Team Builder (Cadre), Silverrun2) perform normalization to 3NF 
(Third Normal Form). The results obtained in this paper can be used for development 
of the CASE-tools which support normalization. Since without proper mathematical 
results for the correctness and completeness of axiomatics the algorithms don't have 
foundation and keep heuristic in nature.  

Features of this paper is clear separation of syntactic and semantic aspects. 
All undefined concepts and notation are used in understanding of monograph [4], 

in particular, Xs |  – restriction the row s  to the set of attributes X . Symbol □ 

means the end of statement or proof, symbol ▫ – end of logical part of proof. 

2 Axiomatic for Multivalued Dependencies 

Let t  – a table, R – the scheme of the table t (finite set of attributes); X, Y, W, Z – 
subsets of scheme R; s , 1s , 2s  – the rows of table t . Henceforth we shall assume 

that set R  and universal domain D  (the set, from witch attributes take on values in 
interpretations) are fixed. 

A multivalued dependence (MVD) YX →→  is valid on the table t of the scheme 
R (see, for example, [4]), if for two arbitrary rows 1s , 2s  of table t which coincide 

on the set of attributes X, exists row ts ∈3  which is equal to the union of restrictions 

of the rows 1s , 2s  to the sets of attributes YX ∪  and )(\ YXR ∪  respectively: 

⇒=∈∀⇔=→→ XsXstsstruetYX
def

||(,))(( 2121  

)))(\|)(|( 2133 YXRsYXssts ∪∪∪=∈∃⇒ . 

Thus, from the semantic point of view MVD – parametric predicate on tables of 
the scheme R defined by two (finite) parameter-sets of attributes X , Y . 

Structure of table t , which complies with MVD YX →→ , can be represented 
using the following relation. We say that rows 1s , 2s  of table t  are in the relation 

X= , if they coincide on the set of attributes X: 

XsXsss
def

X || 2121 =⇔= . 

It is obvious that relation X=  is equivalence relation and therefore it partitions the 

table s  into equivalence classes, which are as follows:  

)]([)]([}|{][ )(\ XYXRXYX
ssXss === ⊗⊗= ∪ππ , 

where s  – arbitrary representative of the class. 

                                                           
1  http://erwin.com/products/detail/ca_erwin_process_modeler/ 
2  http://www.silverrun.com/ 
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A table )(Rt  is the model of a set of MVDs G , if each MVD GYX ∈→→  is 

valid on table )(Rt :  

)(Rt  is the model of 
def

G ⇔ )))(()(( truetYXGYXYX =→→⇒∈→→→→∀ . 

Here and in the sequel the notion )(Rt  stand for the table t  of the scheme R . 

The next axioms and inference rules are valid [5]. 

Axiom of reflexivity: truetYXt =→→∀ ))(( , where XY ⊆ . 

Axiom: truetYXt =→→∀ ))(( , where RYX =∪ . 

Rule of complementation: truetYXRXtruetYX =→→⇒=→→ )))((\())(( ∪ . 

Rule of augmentation: 
⇒⊆=→→ WZtruetYX &))(( truetZYWX =→→ ))(( ∪∪ . 

Rule of transitivity: 
truetYX =→→ ))(( truetYZXtruetZY =→→⇒=→→ ))(\())((& . 

As an example we give the proof of the axiom of reflexivity. 

Proof. Let 1s  and 2s  be the rows of table t  for which XsXs || 21 =  is carried 

out. We show that the row )(\|)(| 21 YXRsYXs ∪∪∪  belongs to the table t . 

Restrict both parts of equality XsXs || 21 =  to the set Y : YXsYXs |)|(|)|( 21 = . 

According to the property of restriction operator ( ( ) ( )ZYUZYU ∩= ) [1, p. 24]) it 

follows ( ) ( )YXsYXs ∩∩ 21 = . Consequently, and from the condition XY ⊆  we 

get YsYs 21 = . According to the distributive property of restriction operator 

( | ( | ))i i
i i

U X U X=∪ ∪ [1, p. 24] it follows: 1 2| ( ) | \ ( )s X Y s R X Y =∪ ∪ ∪

1 1 2 2 2 2 2| | | \ ( ) | | | \ ( ) | (s X s Y s R X Y s X s Y s R X Y s X Y= = =∪ ∪ ∪ ∪ ∪ ∪ ∪ ∪

2 2\ ( )) |R X Y s R s= =∪ ∪ .                                                         □ 

The proof of other axiom and rules is given similarly. 
A MVD YX →→  is semantically deduced from the set of MVD’s G , if at each 

table )(Rt , which is the model of set G , MVD YX →→  is valid too: 

=|G YX →→ tRt
def

)((∀⇔  is the model of the ⇒G )))(( truetYX =→→ . 

From above-mentioned axioms and inference rules follow corollaries. 

Lemma 1. The next properties of the semantic consequence relation are valid: 
1) =∅ | YX →→  for XY ⊆ ; 

2) =∅ | YX →→  for RYX =∪ ; 

3) =|G YX →→ =⇒ |G )(\ YXRX ∪→→ ; 
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4) =|G WZYX ⊆→→ & =⇒ |G ZYWX ∪∪ →→ ; 

5) =|G &YX →→ =|G ⇒→→ ZY =|G YZX \→→ ; 

6) =|G &YX →→ =|G ⇒∅=→→ YZZY ∩& =|G ZX →→ .             □ 

A MVD YX →→  is syntactically derived from the set of MVD’s G  with re-
spect to the scheme R  ( −|G R YX →→ ), if there is a finite sequence of MVD’s 

mm ϕϕϕϕ ,,...,, 121 −  where YXm →→=ϕ  and for all 1,1 −=∀ mi  each iϕ  is either 

the axiom of reflexive or belongs to G , or is derived with some inference rule for 
MVD’s (complementation, augmentation, transitivity) from the previous in this se-
quence kj ϕϕ , , ikj <, . 

Let sequence mm ϕϕϕϕ ,,...,, 121 −  be called proof, following the tradition of mathe-

matical logic [6]. 
Let there be given certain set of MVD’s G . Closure RG][  is a set of all MVD’s, 

that are syntactically derived from G : 

R

def

R GYXG −→→= ||{][ }YX →→ . 

For notational convenience, we write −|  for R−| . 

Lemma 2.  Next properties are valid: 
1) ][GG ⊆  (increase); 

2) ][]][[ GG =  (idempotency); 

3) ][][ HGHG ⊆⇒⊆  (monotonicity).                                            □ 

Proof. Let’s prove proposition 1. Let MVD’s GYX ∈→→ , then YXG →→−|  

with one number of steps of proving, hence, ][GYX ∈→→ .                       ▫ 

Let’s prove proposition 2. According to property 1, we have ]][[][ GG ⊆ . Let us 

prove the reverse inclusion ][]][[ GG ⊆ . Let YX →→  – arbitrary MVD, such that 

]][[GYX ∈→→ . Then there is a finite sequence MVD’s mm ϕϕϕϕ ,,...,, 121 − , such 

that YXm →→=ϕ  and for all 1,1 −=∀ mi  each iϕ  is either the axiom of reflex-

ive property or belongs to ][G , or is derived with the help of some inference rule for 

MVD’s from the previous in this sequence kj ϕϕ , , ikj <, . Let us make a new se-

quence according to such rules: 

─ if iϕ  is the axiom of reflexivity, then we write down this MVD without any changes; 

─ if ][Gi ∈ϕ , then according to the definition of closure this MVD has a finite proof 

ll ψψψ ,,..., 11 −  from G . Instead of MVD iϕ  let’s insert this proof; 

─ if iϕ  is derived according to any inference rule from the previous in this sequence 

MVD’s kj ϕϕ , , ikj <, , then also we write down iϕ  without any changes. 
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Clearly, created in such a way the sequence is a proof of MVD YX →→  from 
G  that is YXG →→−| , hence, ][GYX ∈→→ .                                 ▫ 

Thereby, operator ][GG  is closure operator in terms of [7]. 

Observe that properties of operator ][GG  listed in Lemma 2, are carried out in 

axiomatic systems (see, for example, [8]). 
From reflexivity axiom and inference rules indicated above is possible to get other 

inference rules for MVD’s [2, 6]. 

Rule of pseudo-transitivity: 
−→→→→ |},{ ZWYYX ∪ )(\ WYZWX ∪∪ →→ . 

Rules of difference: 
a) −→→ |}{ YX XYX \→→ ; 

b) −→→ |}\{ XYX YX →→ ; 

c) −→→ |}{ YX YRX \→→ . 

Rule of union: −→→→→ |},{ 21 YXYX 21 YYX ∪→→ . 

Rules of decomposition: 
a) −→→→→ |},{ 21 YXYX 21 YYX ∩→→ ; 

b) −→→→→ |},{ 21 YXYX 21 \ YYX →→ .                               □ 

Lemma 3 . The next properties are valid for ,...3,2=n :  

1) −→→→→ |},...,{ 1 nYXYX nYYX ∪∪ ...1→→ ; 

2) −→→→→ |},...,{ 1 nYXYX nYYX ∩∩ ...1→→ .                              □ 

The proofs of this lemma constructed by the induction in the n , according the 
rules of augmentation and transitivity.  

3 Axiomatic for Multivalued Dependencies and Functional 
Dependencies 

It will be recalled that a functional dependence X Y→  is valid on the table t, if for 
two arbitrary rows 1s , 2s   of table t which coincide on the set of attributes X, their 

equality on the set of attributes Y is fulfilled (see, for example [4]), that is: 

truetYX =→ ))((
def

⇔ ( )YsYsXsXstss 212121, =⇒=∈∀ . 

Let there be given a sets F  and G  of FD’s and MVD’s respectively. A table )(Rt  

is the model of a set GF ∪ , if each dependency GF ∪∈ϕ  is valid at table t : 

)(Rt  is model of ))(( truetGFGF
def

=⇒∈∀⇔ ϕϕϕ ∪∪ . 

Mixed inference rules for FD’s and MVD’s are valid [5]. 
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1. Rule of extension FD to MVD 
truetYXtruetYX =→→⇒=→ ))(())(( . 

2. truetZX =→→ ))(( & truetZY =′→ ))(( & ZZ ⊆′ & ⇒∅=ZY ∩  

truetZX =′→⇒ ))(( . 

The proof of extension rule is presented, for example, in the monograph [1, p. 73]). 
Let’s prove mixed inference rules for FD’s and MVD’s (proposition 2). 

Proof. Let 1s  and 2s  be the rows of table t  for which XsXs || 21 =  is carried 

out and MVD ZX →→  holds for table t . Therefore, there is row ts ∈3  that 

)(\||| 2113 ZXRsZsXss ∪∪∪= . Let FD ZY ′→  holds on table t , where 

ZZ ⊆′  and ∅=ZY ∩ . 

First we show that equality YsYs || 32 =  for rows 2s  і 3s  is fulfilled. From 

equalities XsXs || 32 =  (by assumption, XsXs || 21 =  and by construction of 

row 3s , XsXs || 31 = ) and )(\|)(\| 32 ZXRsZXRs ∪∪ =  (by construction of 

row 3s ) we have ))(\(|))(\(| 32 XZXRsXZXRs ∪∪∪∪ = , that is 3 

=)\(|2 XZRs ∪  )\(|3 XZRs ∪= ; hence and from inclusion XZRZR ∪\\ ⊆  

we have equality )\(|)\(| 32 ZRsZRs = . By condition, we have ∅=ZY ∩  there-

fore ZRY \⊆ , hence, YsYs || 32 = . 

By condition, we have truetZY =′→ ))(( , hence ZsZs ′=′ || 32 . Since 

ZsZs || 31 =  (by construction of row 3s ), then from inclusion ZZ ⊆′  it follows 

ZsZs ′=′ || 31 . Thus, for rows 1s  and 2s  which coincide on the set of attributes 

X , equality ZsZs ′=′ || 21  is fulfilled. Thus, FD ZX ′→  holds for table t .      □ 

FD or MVD ϕ  is semantically deduced from the set of dependencies GF ∪ , if at 

each table )(Rt , which is the model of a set of dependencies GF ∪ , dependency ϕ  

is valid too: 

=|GF ∪ )()(( RtRt
def

∀⇔ϕ – model of ))( truetGF =⇒ϕ∪ . 

From above-mentioned mixed inference rules for FD’s and MVD’s follow corol-
laries (the properties of semantic consequence relation): 

1. =|F =⇒→ |FYX YX →→ ; 

2. =|G ZX →→ & =|F ZY ′→ & ZZ ⊆′ & ⇒∅=ZY ∩ =|GF ∪ ZX ′→ . 

                                                           
3  It is required to take into account the succession of set-theoretic equalities 

\ ( ) ( \ \ ) ( \ )R X Z Z R X R Z Z R X Z= =∪ ∪ ∩ ∪ ∪ ∩ ∩∪ )\( ZXR ( \ )R Z Z =∪
( \ ) \R X Z R R X Z= =∪ ∩ ∪ . 
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Lemma 4. Let 1H  і 2H  – the sets of dependencies (FD’s or MVD’s) and 1T , 2T  – 

the sets of all their models respectively. Then implication 2121 TTHH ⊇⇒⊆  is 

carried out.                                                                     □ 

Corollary 1 . The next properties of the semantic consequence relation are valid: 
1) =|F =⇒ |GF ∪ϕ ϕ ; 

2) =|G =⇒ |GF ∪ϕ ϕ .                                                          □ 

Lemma 5. The next properties of semantic consequence relation are valid: 
1) =|F ZYZXGFYX ∪∪∪ →=⇒→ |  for RZ ⊆ ; 

=|GF ∪ ZYZXGFYX ∪∪∪ →=⇒→ |  for RZ ⊆ ; 

2) ZXGFZYFYXF →=⇒→=→= ||&| ∪ ; 

ZXGFZYGFYXGF →=⇒→=→= ||&| ∪∪∪ ; 

3) )(\|| YXRXGFYXG ∪∪ →→=⇒→→= ; 

)(\|| YXRXGFYXGF ∪∪∪ →→=⇒→→= ; 

4) ZYWXGFWZYXG ∪∪∪ →→=⇒⊆→→= |&| ; 

ZYWXGFWZYXGF ∪∪∪∪ →→=⇒⊆→→= |&| ; 

5) YZXGFZYGYXG \||&| →→=⇒→→=→→= ∪ ; 

YZXGFZYGFYXGF \||&| →→=⇒→→=→→= ∪∪∪ ; 

6) =|F =⇒→ |GFYX ∪ YX →→ ; 

=|GF ∪ =⇒→ |GFYX ∪ YX →→ ; 

7) =|GF ∪ ZX →→ & =|GF ∪ ZY ′→ & ZZ ⊆′ & ⇒∅=ZY ∩ =|GF ∪
ZX ′→ .                                                                       □ 

FD or MVD ϕ  is syntactically derived from the set of dependencies ( RGF −|∪
ϕ ), if there is a finite sequence of FD or MVD mm ϕϕϕϕ ,,...,, 121 −  where ϕϕ =m  

and for all 1,1 −=∀ mi  each iϕ  is either the axiom of reflexivity (FD’s or MVD’s) 

or belongs to GF ∪  or is derived with some inference rule (complementation for 
MVD’s, augmentation (for FD’s or MVD’s), transitivity (for FD’s or MVD’s), mixed 
inference rules for FD’s and MVD’s) from the previous in this sequence kj ϕϕ , , 

ikj <, . 

As has been started above, let sequence mm ϕϕϕϕ ,,...,, 121 −  be called proof of ϕ  

from set of dependencies GF ∪ . 
Let there be given certain sets F  and G  of FD’s and MVD’s respectively. Clo-

sure RGF ][ ∪  – is a set of all FD’s and MVD’s that are syntactically derived from 

GF ∪ : 

−= ||{][ GFGF
def

R ∪∪ ϕ }ϕ . 
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Lemma 6 . Next properties are valid: 
1) ][ GFGF ∪∪ ⊆  (increase); 

2) ][]][[ GFGF ∪∪ =  (idempotency); 

3) ][][ GFGFGFGF ∪∪∪∪ ⊆′′⇒⊆′′ 4 (monotonicity); 

4) ][][ GFF ∪⊆ , ][][ GFG ∪⊆ ; 

5) ][][][ GFGF ∪∪ ⊆ .                                                          □ 

From the propositions 1-3 it follows that operator RGFGF ][ ∪∪  is closure 

operator. 
To be mentioned one more mixed rule for FD’s and MVD’s [5]: 

−→→→ |},{ ZYXYX ∪ YZX \→ . 

Closure RGFX ,][ ∪  of a set X  (with respect to the set of dependencies GF ∪  

and scheme R ) is the family of all right parts MVD’s which are syntactically derived 
from the set GF ∪ : 

}][|{][ , R

def

RGF GFYXYX ∪∪ ∈→→= . 

Obviously, ∅≠RGFX ,][ ∪  since, for example, RGFXX ,][ ∪∈ , ( XX →→ , 

XX →  are axioms of reflexivity); the latter statement can be strengthened: actually 

performed inclusion RGF
X X ,][2 ∪⊆ , where X2  – Boolean of a set X . 

Let FX ][  – closure of a set X  with respect to the set of FD’s F  [9]. Note that 

by definition RX F ⊆][ . 

Lemma 7. Next properties are valid: 
1) RGFF XYXY ,][][ ∪∈⇒⊆ ; 

2) RGFFRGF XX ,, ]][[][ ∪∪ = .                                                      □ 

Observe that operator RGFXX ,][ ∪  is not closure operator; it is based on the 

fact that this operator has no idempotency property (notion RGFGFX ,]][[ ∪∪  has no 

sense). 

Basis bas
RGFX ,][ ∪  of a set X  with respect to the set of dependencies GF ∪  and 

scheme R  is subset of closure RGFX ,][ ∪ , such that: 

1) )][( , ∅≠⇒∈∀ WXWW bas
RGF∪  (i.e., basis contains only nonempty sets of attrib-

utes); 

2) )&][( , ∅=⇒≠∈∀ jiji
bas

RGFjiji WWWWXWWWW ∩∪  (i.e., sets of basis are 

pairwise disjoint); 

                                                           
4 From the fact that sets FD’s and MVD’s are disjoint it follows that inclusion 

GFGF ∪∪ ⊆′′  is equivalent to the conjunction of inclusions FF ⊆′ , GG ⊆′ . 
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3) ℑ⊆ℑ∃ℑ⇒∈∀ &][(][( ,,
bas

RGFRGF XXYY ∪∪  – finite ∪ ℑ∈
=

W
WY& ) (i.e., each 

set of attributes from closure RGFX ,][ ∪  is equal to finite union of some sets from 

basis). 

Lemma 8. Next properties are valid: 
1) ∪

∪
bas

RGF
XW

RW
,

][∈
=  for RX ⊆  (i.e. basic is partition R ); 

2) bas
RGFF XAXA ,][}{][ ∪∈⇒∈ .                                                   □ 

These lemmas are needed to establish the following main results. 

4 Correctness and Completeness of Axiomatic for FD’s  
and MFD’s 

Let ϕ  – FD or MVD. 

Statement 1 (Correctness of axiomatic for FD’s and MFD’s). If dependency ϕ  is 

syntactically derived from the set of dependencies GF ∪ , then ϕ  is derived seman-

tically from GF ∪ : 

                           −|GF ∪ =⇒ |GF ∪ϕ ϕ .                              □ 

The proof is carried out by induction in the length of proving. 

Statement 2 (Completeness of axiomatic for FD’s and MFD’s). If dependency ϕ  is 

derived semantically from the set of dependencies GF ∪ , then ϕ  is syntactically 

derived from GF ∪  under the assumption 2|| ≥R  and 2|| ≥D 5: 

                           =|GF ∪ −⇒ |GF ∪ϕ ϕ .                             □ 

Condition 2|| ≥R  and 2|| ≥D  is obtained through a detailed analysis of the 

proofs. 

Theorem 1. The relations of semantic and syntactic succession coincide for axiomat-
ic of FD’s and MFD’s under the assumption 2|| ≥D  and 2|| ≥R : 

                           =|GF ∪ −⇔ |GF ∪ϕ ϕ .                              □ 

The proof follows directly from statements 1 and 2. 
Analogous theorem holds for axiomatic of MFD’s (for axiomatic of FD’s see [9]). 

                                                           
5  For details see further. 
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5 Completeness Criteria for Axiomatic of FD’s and MFD’s 

Analysis of the proof of the main result (Theorem 1) shows that it is constructed un-
der the assumption 2|| ≥D  and 2|| ≥R .  

The dependence of coincidence of relations of syntactic and semantic succession 
for different values of cardinalities of the sets R  and D  is indicated respectively in 
the tables 1 and 2. The symbol "+" (respectively "-") in the cell means that these rela-
tions coincide (do not coincide respectively) under specified assumptions. 

Table 1. All variants of cardinalities of the 
sets  and  for axiomatic of MFD’s 

Table 2. All variants of cardinalities of the 
sets  and  for axiomatic of FD’s and 
MFD’s 

D   R |R|=0 |R|=1 |R|≥2 

|D|=0 + + – 

|D|=1 + + – 

|D|≥2 + + + 
 

D   R |R|=0 |R|=1 |R|≥2 

|D|=0 + – – 

|D|=1 + – – 

|D|≥2 + + + 
 

 
The above table shows the following main results. 

Theorem 2. The relations of semantic and syntactic succession coincide for axiomat-
ic MVD’s if and only if 1|| ≤R  or ( 2|| ≥R & 2|| ≥D ).                            □ 

Theorem 3. The relations of semantic and syntactic succession coincide for axiomat-

ic of FD’s and MVD’s if and only if 2|| ≥D  or 0|| =R .                          □ 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper we construct a fragment of the mathematical theory of normalization in 
relational (table) databases – considered axiomatic for multivalued dependencies and 
axiomatic for functional and multivalued dependencies. For each axiomatic relations 
of syntactic and semantic succession are considered and the conditions under which 
these relations coincide (do not coincide) found.  

In particular, it is shown that known in the literature proof of the completeness of 
these axiomatics constructed under the assumption for scheme R and universal do-
main D: 2|| ≥R , 2|| ≥D . 

The authors believe that the demonstrated approach and developed mathematical 
apparatus can be successfully used for other tasks of data modelling. 

The next challenge – research of independence of axiomatic’ components (axioms 
and inference rules). 

R D R D
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